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For those who have suffered the loss of a loved one, here are strength and thoughtful words to inspire and comfort.
Uh-oh, Animal Town is in trouble! Meanie King Viking has created a dreaded robot army to spread No Fun across the land. On top
of that, he has stolen the happiest and most fun animal ever, Singing Dog. There is only one person who can save the day -- Super
Rabbit Boy! Super Rabbit Boy is super fast and super brave, but he's also a video game character living in a video game world.
What will happen when Sunny, the boy playing the game, loses each level? Will it be game over for Super Rabbit Boy and all his
friends? With gorgeous full-colour artwork by Thomas Flintham, these two video game style stories make this the perfect book for
newly independent readers!
Uh-oh, Super Rabbit Boy is in big trouble. He's been kidnapped by Queen Spooky and her ghost troop! Without Super Rabbit Boy,
Animal Town is scared. So meanie King Viking creates Robo-Rabbit Boy to help.
Pick a book. Grow a Reader! This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent
readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow! Oh no! Hero Super Rabbit Boy has been sucked into a
strange, yet familiar new world. It's an upside-down land where everyone good is now bad and everyone bad is now good. And the
major meanie in this land is none other than Super Rabbit . . . Boss? Can Super Rabbit Boy make friends with a good King Viking
and form a good Robot Army before Super Rabbit Boss destroys everyone and everything in sight? And will Super Rabbit Boy ever
find a way to make it back to his real world? This quest could be the most epic adventure yet! With full-color art on every page by
Thomas Flintham!
Invites readers to explore math history and concepts, covering different types of numbers, geometry, measurements,
transformations, probabilities, and statistics.
The Bridge from Your Dreams to Your Destiny
Super Rabbit All-stars
Mesmerizing Math
The Super Side-Quest Test!: A Branches Book (Press Start! #6)
Super Rabbit Boy’s Team-Up Trouble!: A Branches Book (Press Start! #10)

Oh no! Hero Super Rabbit Boy has been sucked into a strange, yet familiar new world. It's an upside-down land where everyone
good is now bad and everyone bad is now good. And the major meanie in this land is none other than Super Rabbit... Boss?
What do you do when your marriage is so unhappy that you begin to fantasize about your husband's funeral? That's how bad it got
for Alisa Bowman. . . So she launched a last-ditch effort to save her marriage. Project: Happily Ever After is her fearlessly honest
and humorous account of how she went from being a “divorce daydreamer” to renewing her wedding vows—and all of the steps in
between. From bikini waxes to erotica, romance instruction manuals to second honeymoons, the silent treatment to power
struggles, she goes where many marriage-improvement gurus have feared to tread. Equal parts funny, poignant, and most
importantly, useful, Bowman's story will give other miserably-married folks courage and hope. And in addition to telling her own
story, she packs straightforward prescriptive guidance, including a “10-Step Marital Improvement Guide.” Readers will laugh.
They'll cry. And they can start on the road toward their own happy ending!
When hero Super Rabbit Boy disappears, it's up to Robo-Rabbit Boy to power up and save the day! Pick a book. Grow a
Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-toread text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and
stamina. Branches books help readers grow!Uh-oh, Super Rabbit Boy is in big trouble. He's been kidnapped by Queen Spooky
and her ghost troop! Without Super Rabbit Boy, Animal Town is scared. So meanie King Viking creates Robo-Rabbit Boy to help.
Robo-Rabbit Boy is fast like Super Rabbit Boy and strong like Super Rabbit Boy, but is he a hero like Super Rabbit Boy? This
latest Press Start! adventure is fully charged!With full-color art by Thomas Flintham!
King Viking has a plan to defeat Super Rabbit Boy once and for all! Can Super Rabbit Boy power up before it's too late? Pick a
book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent readers.
With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading
confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!Baddie King Viking is tired of always losing to hero Super Rabbit Boy.
So he's gone to the Secret Lands to search for the legendary Super Power Up, which has powers even Super Rabbit Boy won't be
able to defeat. But Super Rabbit Boy is determined to stop King Viking. Can he navigate through the Secret Lands, locate the
hidden dungeon, defeat the mini bosses, and claim the legendary Super Power Up before King Viking does it first? With danger
everywhere, this may be the most difficult quest yet for Super Rabbit Boy.With full-color art on every page by Thomas Flintham!
Mean King Viking is tired of always losing to hero Super Rabbit Boy, and goes in search for the legendary Super Power Up. Even
long-eared hero can't defeat its powers. Super Rabbit Boy is determined to stop the villain. Can he claim the legendary Super
Power Up before King Viking does?
Let's Go to Taekwondo!
Robo-Rabbit Boy, Go!
52 Funeral Sermons
A Branches Book
Super Rabbit All-Stars!
King Viking, his robot army, and Miss Business are working together to create a perfect storm of
trouble in Underland. It's up to Super Rabbit Boy and Mega Mole Girl to team up and save the day. But
these two heroes are used to flying solo... Will th
Yoomi wants a yellow belt. But she's afraid to break the board. Grandma to the rescue! Yoomi and her
friends are ready to take on the test for their yellow belts in taekwondo. But Yoomi is afraid to break
a board. Meanwhile, Grandma is struggling to learn something new, too. But Yoomi and Grandma encourage
and inspire each other. Yoomi discovers how, with persistence, focus, deep breathing, and above all, a
loving Grandma, even the toughest challenges can be overcome. This companion to No Kimchi for Me
emphasizes self-confidence, determination, and the value of family. Backmatter about taekwondo,
including some Korean vocabulary, is included. A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection A Bank
Street Best Childrens Book of the Year!
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Animal Town is in trouble! Mean King Viking and his dreaded robot army are spreading No Fun across the
land. Only Super Rabbit Boy can save the day! But first he must get through many dangers, including
sand traps, lava, and lots and lots of robots. Part of Scholastic's Branches line.
From the creator of CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS, comes an out-of-this-world friendship adventure - now in full
colour. Ricky makes a wish: if only his Mighty Robot had another friend who was his own size so he
wouldn't have to hang out with Ricky all the time. Little does Ricky know, his wish is about to come
true...
"Spurious Correlations ... is the most fun you'll ever have with graphs."--Bustle Military intelligence
analyst and Harvard Law student Tyler Vigen illustrates the golden rule that "correlation does not
equal causation" through hilarious graphs inspired by his viral website. Is there a correlation between
Nic Cage films and swimming pool accidents? What about beef consumption and people getting struck by
lightning? Absolutely not. But that hasn't stopped millions of people from going to tylervigen.com and
asking, "Wait, what?" Vigen has designed software that scours enormous data sets to find unlikely
statistical correlations. He began pulling the funniest ones for his website and has since gained
millions of views, hundreds of thousands of likes, and tons of media coverage. Subversive and clever,
Spurious Correlations is geek humor at its finest, nailing our obsession with data and conspiracy
theory.
Fairy Dust and the Quest for the Egg
Spurious Correlations
Into the Wild
Project: Happily Ever After
Robo-Rabbit Boy, Go!: A Branches Book (Press Start! #7)

Super Rabbit Boy must travel back in time to stop King Viking! Pick a book. Grow a
Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches, aimed at
newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced
plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and
stamina. Branches books help readers grow!King Viking has built a Super Mega Robot Time
Machine! Now he has gone back in time to team up with his younger self, Prince Viking.
Together, they want to stop Baby Rabbit Boy from ever finding the magical carrot power-up
that turned him into Super Rabbit Boy. Super Rabbit Boy must go on a quest through time
to stop King Viking from stealing his powers! Will he be on time to save the day?
King Viking has come up with a new way to cause trouble in Super World. He has a Multiplan Plan! Instead of one evil plan, King Viking is doing a lot of evil plans all at
once. Super Rabbit Boy runs across Super World from one robot attack to anothe
When King Viking, Miss Business, and their henchmen team up to cause trouble, Super
Rabbit Boy and Mega Mole Girl also join forces, but will they be able to work together to
save Underland?
Help! Meanie King Viking is causing trouble out in space! Super Rabbit Boy knows he can
stop him. But can he fly a wobbly Level 1 rocketship, stop an army of space robots, and
find King Viking?
For most of us, one of the most rewarding, yet difficult tasks, is preparing messages to
preach and teach. We are honored by God to stand before our congregation each week, and
we want to give them the very best, but with the press of the many demands of ministry,
sometimes that is difficult to do. And if you're like me, you prefer writing your own
sermons because you have a special connection with your congregation that is hard to
reach through a message someone else has written. In other words, no one knows your
people like you do! Our new Pulpit Outline Series gives you a starting point - a sermon
title, a deductive sermon outline; and a relevant illustration you can use however you
like. In this edition, rather than an outline, we have given you full manuscript messages
that can be edited to suit your purposes. We invite you to make these messages your own,
because only you know the people God has called you to preach to. And we are so honored
that you've invested in this unique third volume in the Pulpit Outline series - 52
Funeral Sermons. We have put together the most tasteful, relevant, and Biblical messages
possible. May God Bless You as You Share His Word!
Super Rabbit Boy Blasts Off!: A Branches Book (Press Start! #5)
A Dictionary of Emotions for Children - with 60+ Definitions to Help Children Identify
and Understand Their Emotions
Game Over, Super Rabbit Boy! A Branches Book (Press Start! #1)
Game Over, Super Rabbit Boy!
Super Rabbit Boy vs. Super Rabbit Boss!: A Branches Book (Press Start! #4)
Join hero Super Rabbit Boy, meanie King Viking, and more friends and foes as they race in the Super Cup Grand Prix. Super Rabbit Boy
really wants to win. But with tricks, traps, and speedy racers to beat, it won't be easy. Can he outrace everyone, or will he spin out of
control?
A dictionary of emotions for children ; with 60 definitions to help children identify and understand their emotions. Includes parent/teacher
notes.
Krakauer s page-turning bestseller explores a famed missing person mystery while unraveling the larger riddles it holds: the profound
pull of the American wilderness on our imagination; the allure of high-risk activities to young men of a certain cast of mind; the complex,
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charged bond between fathers and sons. "Terrifying... Eloquent... A heart-rending drama of human yearning." ̶New York Times In April
1992 a young man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and walked alone into the wilderness north of Mt. McKinley. He had given
$25,000 in savings to charity, abandoned his car and most of his possessions, burned all the cash in his wallet, and invented a new life for
himself. Four months later, his decomposed body was found by a moose hunter. How Christopher Johnson McCandless came to die is the
unforgettable story of Into the Wild. Immediately after graduating from college in 1991, McCandless had roamed through the West and
Southwest on a vision quest like those made by his heroes Jack London and John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he abandoned his car,
stripped it of its license plates, and burned all of his cash. He would give himself a new name, Alexander Supertramp, and, unencumbered
by money and belongings, he would be free to wallow in the raw, unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving a blank spot on
the map, McCandless simply threw the maps away. Leaving behind his desperate parents and sister, he vanished into the wild. Jon
Krakauer constructs a clarifying prism through which he reassembles the disquieting facts of McCandless's short life. Admitting an interst
that borders on obsession, he searches for the clues to the drives and desires that propelled McCandless. When McCandless's innocent
mistakes turn out to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff of tabloid headlines and is dismissed for his naiveté, pretensions, and
hubris. He is said to have had a death wish but wanting to die is a very different thing from being compelled to look over the edge.
Krakauer brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out of the shadows, and the peril, adversity, and renunciation sought by this
enigmatic young man are illuminated with a rare understanding--and not an ounce of sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking, Into
the Wild is a tour de force. The power and luminosity of Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through every page.
King Viking unleashes his biggest evil plan yet in the latest installment of this USA Today bestselling series! Pick a book. Grow a Reader!
This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, highinterest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books
help readers grow! King Viking has come up with a new way to cause trouble in Super World. He has a Multi-plan Plan! Instead of one evil
plan, King Viking is doing a lot of evil plans all at once. Super Rabbit Boy runs across Super World from one robot attack to another and
another. But Super Rabbit Boy is getting tired. Will Super Rabbit Boy be able to keep up with all the trouble? Or will he need Moon Girl's
help to save the day? Thomas Flintham's full-color art on every page brings energy and fun to this action-packed series!
Game Over, Super Rabbit Boy! A Branches Book (Press Start! #1)Scholastic Inc.
Super Rabbit Boy World!
Ask!
Super Rabbit All-Stars!: A Branches Book (Press Start! #8)
Super Rabbit Boy Powers Up! A Branches Book (Press Start! #2)
How Do I Feel?
Best friends Bunbun and Bonbon discover their superhero alter egos in this adorable series from Graphix
Chapters. Get drawn into reading with Graphix Chapters! Graphix Chapters are ideal books for beginning
and newly independent readers aged 6-8. With approachable page counts, easy-to-follow paneling, and
artwork that supports text comprehension, these engaging stories with unforgettable characters help
children become lifelong readers. For best friends Bunbun and Bonbon, it’s the perfect day -- until a
rainstorm spoils their picnic! Super capes, super strength, and super teamwork make them superheroes,
just like the characters from their favorite comic books. But when the going gets tough, will they find
the courage to face their fears and help someone in need?
Bo and the other unicorns learn about dragons at school, but they have never seen them before. That is,
until now! A blanket and a pair of glasses go missing from school, and the clues lead to the dragon
caves! Will they meet a scary creature there? Or will they make a brand-new friend?
Your dreams become your destiny when you learn the secret art of asking! Most people have beautiful
dreams deep inside—the things they would like to have, the relationships they’d love to enjoy, and the
wellness and well-being that would help them express their best, in every way. But often those dreams
lie buried inside us. Hidden by fear or unworthiness or a lack of awareness of what could be. Asking is
the only language to which the Universe can deliver a solution, understanding, illumination, or plan.
There are three distinct channels through which we can ask: Ask Yourself Ask Others Ask God You were
born with a destiny. Your job is to discover it. Once you begin to practice the art and science of
asking to discover your destiny and start to move toward it, you can manifest innumerable blessings for
yourself and others. This isn’t a complicated process; in fact, it’s a simple gift that lies dormant
within you. Once you learn to access that gift, everything changes for the better. Ask! will help you
access your hidden dreams and reveal them to be recognized and fulfilled in miraculous ways. You matter.
The world needs you to find your destiny and live it. This book is your guide. Start crossing the bridge
to your destiny today!
It is time for the All-Star games, and Super Rabbit Boy wants to be crowned the Ultimate All-Star
Champion, but with so many contestants, including the evil King Viking, he will need help from Sunny and
his video game console to claim his prize.
Super Rabbit Boy is put to the test in the most exciting quest yet! Pick a book. Grow a Reader!This
series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent readers.
With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these
books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!King Viking has a new
giant robot to help him take over the Animal Town. Super Rabbit Boy must stop him, but he needs a secret
item. And to get the item, he has to defeat a dragon, escape a dungeon, and avoid lots and lots of
robots. Can Super Rabbit Boy finish all these quests in time to save Animal Town? Or will this latest
Press Start! adventure put our hero to the test?With full-color art by Thomas Flintham!
Pug Blasts Off
Saving Your Marriage When the Fairytale Falters
Healing After Loss
Super Rabbit Boy's Team-Up Trouble]: A Branches Book (Press Start] #10), Volume 10

Super Rabbit Boy is competing in the All-Star Games Tournament! Pick a book. Grow a
Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches, aimed at
newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced
plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and
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stamina. Branches books help readers grow!It's the All-Star Games Tournament! Heroes and
villains far and wide have come to play. Hero Super Rabbit Boy wants to be the top
player, but with old enemies, new friends, and lots of games to play, it won't be easy.
Which all-star will be the winner? Get ready for a star-studded, action-packed adventure!
Pick a book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line,
Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest
content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!Uh-oh, Animal Town is in
trouble! Meanie King Viking has created a dreaded robot army to spread No Fun across the
land. On top of that, he has stolen the happiest and most fun animal ever, Singing Dog.
There is only one person who can save the day -- Super Rabbit Boy! Super Rabbit Boy is
super fast and super brave, but he's also a video game character living in a video game
world. What will happen when Sunny, the boy playing the game, loses each level? Will it
be game over for Super Rabbit Boy and all his friends?With full-color art by Thomas
Flintham!
Pick a book. Grow a Reader! This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line,
Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest
content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow! Welcome to the Super
Cup Grand Prix! Eight racers must compete in four races to win the Super Cup Power Up,
which gives the winner super speed powers. Super Rabbit Boy is ready to win, but meanie
King Viking is racing this year, too! And he has racers who are helping him cheat. Super
Rabbit Boy needs to beat King Viking, but with tricks, traps, and brand-new racers to
race, winning won't be easy. Can Super Rabbit Boy outpace and outrace the competition, or
will he spin out of control before he crosses the finish line? With full-color art on
every page by Thomas Flintham!
Super Rabbit Boy always saves the day, but can he save the galaxy? Pick a book. Grow a
Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches, aimed at
newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced
plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and
stamina. Branches books help readers grow!Help! Meanie King Viking is causing trouble in
space! Super Rabbit Boy knows he can stop him. But can he fly a wobbly Level 1
rocketship, stop an army of space robots, and find King Viking? This latest Press Start!
adventure is simply out of this world!With full-color art by Thomas Flintham!
Eko is in trouble! The dark wizard Maldred has trapped her with a powerful spell. To free
her, Drake and Rori must find the Time Dragon. But a sneaky imp sends Drake traveling
back in time! Will Drake be able to save Eko or will he be stuck in the past forever?
A Story About Persistence, Bravery, and Breaking Boards
Captain Bun & Super Bonbon: A Graphix Chapters Book (Bunbun & Bonbon #3)
Super Rabbit Boy's Team-Up Trouble!
Boris on the Move
Super Rabbit Racers!: A Branches Book (Press Start! #3)
Super Rabbit Boy and Mega Mole Girl team up to stop King Viking in the latest installment of this USA Today
bestselling series! Pick a book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line,
Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots,
and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help
readers grow!King Viking, his robot army, and Miss Business are working together to create a perfect storm of
trouble in Underland. It's up to Super Rabbit Boy and Mega Mole Girl to team up and save the day. But these
two heroes are used to flying solo... Will they be able to save the day? Or will their squabbles spell disaster for
Underland?Thomas Flintham's full-color art on every page brings energy and fun to this action-packed series!
Boris lives in Hogg Bay, in an old bus that used to travel all over the world, but now just sits there--until one
day when his parents take him on an adventure.
In this post-apocalyptic novel from Newbery Medal–winning author Robert C. O’Brien, a teen girl struggling to
survive in the wake of unimaginable disaster comes across another survivor. Ann Burden is sixteen years old
and completely alone. The world as she once knew it is gone, ravaged by a nuclear war that has taken everyone
from her. For the past year, she has lived in a remote valley with no evidence of any other survivors. But the
smoke from a distant campfire shatters Ann’s solitude. Someone else is still alive and making his way toward
the valley. Who is this man? What does he want? Can he be trusted? Both excited and terrified, Ann soon
realizes there may be worse things than being the last person on Earth.
King Viking decides to find another planet where he can carry out his evil plans without interference, and
everyone in Animal Town is delighted; then an alien appeals to Super Rabbit Boy for help and he blasts off to
once again confront his enemy--but his level one rocket may not be up to the task.
Super Rabbit Boy has to fight through gaming gaffs and glitches in the latest installment of this USA Today
bestselling series! Pick a book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line,
Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots,
and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help
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readers grow!When Sunny finds a list of cheat codes for his game, Animal Land gets turned topsy-turvy! With
new weird and wonderful powers and effects, Super Rabbit Boy finds his latest adventure filled with easy
modes, hard modes, and secret levels. It's more fun than ever... until the game starts to glitch! Can Super
Rabbit Boy make his way through the madness and still save the day?Thomas Flintham's full-color art on every
page brings energy and fun to this action-packed series!
Super Rabbit Boy Blasts Off!
Super Rabbit Boy’s Time Jump!: A Branches Book (Press Start! #9)
Super Rabbit Racers!
Daily Meditations For Working Through Grief
Game Over, Super Rabbit Boy! & Super Rabbit Boy Powers Up! Bind-up for Trade

Fairy Haven's newest arrival, Prilla, along with Rani and Vidia, embarks on a journey filled with danger, sacrifice, and adventure.
The fate of Never Land rests on their shoulders.
Super Rabbit Boy World!: A Branches Book (Press Start! #12)
Z for Zachariah
Super Rabbit Boy Vs. Super Rabbit Boss!
Super Rabbit Boy Powers Up!
Super Cheat Codes and Secret Modes!: A Branches Book (Press Start #11)
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